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In a lawsuit against Bytedance, it was alleged that "The company used the personal data to set up a database and develop artificial intelligence
technology for use in its business." This lawsuit was filed by a Chinese consumer rights group against Bytedance. In an article published by

Bloomberg, it was alleged that "Bytedance has collected data on what users view and click on as well as information such as user IP addresses or
device IDs, according to the complaint. It’s been collecting this information since 2021, the complaint said." This article was published on

Bloomberg. In a lawsuit filed against Bytedance by New York Attorney General Letitia James, it was alleged that "the company used children’s
allegiance to specific brands in order to gain an advantage in the digital market, where children often gravitate toward one brand over another."

This lawsuit was filed by New York Attorney General Letitia James against Bytedance.",

In an article published by Business Insider, it was alleged that "The company has not revealed how much money it made from advertising, but
analytics firm Apptopia estimates that TikTok has generated more than $200 million from advertising after just three months on Android." This
article was published on Business Insider. In an article published by The Washington Post, it was alleged that "TikTok is popular among young

people in Asia and especially in China. Its reach is truly global, though — according to the company’s own numbers from last year, for example,
nearly 50 percent of users are outside the country." This article was published on The Washington Post.",
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In November 2021, a statement was released by TikTok stating that they would be taking actions against video producers uploading inappropriate
videos of children. The company stated that it had hired experts to help identify videos that were in violation of its community guidelines, and would

be removing such videos from the platform.",
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Some publications have reported on when TikTok has received funding, with one publication stating "The Beijing-based parent company of the
messaging app started more than five years ago as a site for sharing short video clips. It is thought to have been the first social network that allows
users to post videos — essentially short video films — aimed at helping them find friends and build real-life connections. The company was later

renamed as ByteDance and announced it would launch an IPO in Hong Kong this month." This article was published on CNNMoney.",

The app is available for iOS and Android devices. The app offers videos that users can record themselves, add filters and music and post publicly
or privately to the app. Users can also create custom stickers and can accompany their videos with animated emoji called "TikTok" which are
meant to express emotions such as laughter or sadness. The company uses artificial intelligence in its video recommendation algorithms to help

users find popular videos, allowing them to engage with each other's content as well.",
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Tiktok FYP is a fun and easy way to have video conversations with your friends. We’ve created this app with three main features:1) Share the
Daily Dose. This is a daily life-hack that can help you in just about any situation, whether it's cooking chicken or how to ask for something nicely.2)
Tell Your Story. Whether it's your favorite pizza topping or what you do everyday, tell us what makes you unique!3) Ask Me Anything (AMA).

We will ask Tiktok users questions, bringing you closer to them through common interests.",

TikTok launched a music service in September 2021. It allows users to upload songs and playlists and then share them on the platform. The
feature was launched with Sony Music, Universal Music Group, Warner Music Group, Interscope Records, Capitol Records, Vevo (represented

by Vevo's parent company Universal Republic) and Songza as part of the launch. They also announced the app would soon add Spotify and
Pandora access.",

In January 2021, the company launched an application that is designed for use with Sony Digital Audio Workstations (DAWs). The app allows
users to make their own music videos shot with a DSLR camera. The feature was announced as a part of the company's "Music Story" feature that

it unveiled in June 2021.",
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Musical.ly has received favorable reviews by technology critics such as TechCrunch and "Forbes". In 2021, Musical.ly was included by "The New
York Times" in their list of "Inventions We Wish Were Real", with the implication that the company might be acquired for $1 billion by Facebook

or Google.",
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On July 10th 2021, Apple released a statement saying: “We have been working closely with TikTok to remove all inappropriate videos.” and that
it was working with the Chinese government to stop child pornography and harmful content from being posted on the platform.",
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